belongs to Population II (Lacy 1977) . Paczynski & Sienkiewicz (1984) point out that eM Dra is an important system for cosmology, because its initial helium abundance can be determined from models of its structure. Since it is one of the faintest, smallest and least massive eclipsing mainsequence binaries so far known, its colour-luminosity relationship is a prime indicator of what happens to very low-mass stars at the bottom of the main sequence.
Some of the fundamental physical properties of the components of eM Dra have already been determined accurately. Most important are the individual masses MA =0.2307±0.00l0M o and MB =0.2136±0.00l0M o ' radii RA =0.2516±0.0020R o and RB =0.2347±0.0019R o (Metcalfe et al. 1996) , and surface gravities logg= 4.999 ± 0.007 for eM Dra A and logg = 5.028 ± 0.007 for eM Draconis (hereafter eM Dra) is the lowest mass main-sequence eclipsing binary known (RA= 16 h 34 m 24 s , Dec. = 57°09'00",12000, V = 12.9 mag). It has a short period of 1.268 d (Metcalfe et al. 1996) , and a large space velocity (163 km S-1) and low flaring rate which suggest that it CM Dra B (Jones et al. 1996) . The precision of these values far exceeds those known for any other M dwarf, and this means that CM Dra should be an excellent system for comparison with model calculations; it gave us the motivation to improve the current values for the metallicity and effective temperature of the system. Lacy (1977) found the temperature to be 3150 ± 100 K using a parallax of 0.069 ± 0.005 mas. Chabrier & Baraffe (hereafter CB95) argued that the effective temperature of CM Dra is 3300 K, based on a comparison between evolutionary models and observations. Assuming Teff to be 3300 K, they then recalculated the parallax to be 0.063, different from the value adopted by Lacy. We note that the 'current' value for the parallax is 0.0692 ± 0.0025 arcsec (van AHena, Lee & Hoffieit 1995) . CB95 also indirectly investigated the metallicity of CM Dra, finding agreement over a range of values. They found agreement between models and observations for metallicities of -0.5 :0;;
[M/H] :0;; 0.0 for 3086 < Teff < 3366 K, where [M/H] is the ratio of metal abundance to hydrogen content in the star. However, the only published spectrum of CM Dra lends support for CM Dra to belong to Population II. Rucinski (1978) intercompared optical Mg, MgH and TiO features of CM Dra with those in six other M dwarfs; he concluded that it may be a sub dwarf, but noted that the accuracy of determination is low. Finally, Gizis (1997) classified a series of M dwarfs and M sub dwarfs, and found CM Draconis to have a solar metallicity using spectra from 0.62 to 0.74 11m.
A modem spectral measurement covering a wide spectral range is thus desirable to determine reliably the metallicity and the effective temperature. Here we make such a study (i) by comparing observed spectra from 0040 to 2041 11m with synthetic spectra computed for a wide range of effective temperatures and metallicities, and (ii) by comparing the photometry of the system with the photometry of other M dwarfs. We adopt a two-step direct approach:
(1) we attempt a general flux distribution fit to the models, and (2) we attempt a detailed spectral analysis of restricted regions of the spectra.
The observations and data reduction procedures are described in Section 2. The models used are discussed in Section 3, and parameters for CM Dra are determined in Section 4. Sections 5 to 9 present the analysis and the results obtained. gaps represent regions where hydrogen emlSSlOn lines, introduced by the standards, were manually removed. We did not manage to observe the region centred around 1.63 Ilm due to a problem with the rotation of the dichroic in CGS4. We therefore adopted the differential magnitudes from Lacy (1977) Comparison sky spectra were obtained by nodding the telescope so that the object was measured successively in two rows of the array, separated by 30 arcsec. We aimed to observe throughout the three near-infrared bandsJ,H andK. The 75 line mm-1 grating was used with central grating wavelengths of 1.135, 1.415, 1.635 and 2.07 Ilm. The coverage, resolution and integration times ofthe observations are listed in Table 1 . Each grating position overlaps with the previous and the next ones at the two ends; this ensures reliable coverage of the whole region. To remove telluric bands of water, oxygen, carbon dioxide and methane, we observed an A2p star, SAO 29931, and used it as a standard. Such stars are not expected to have any features in common with stars like CM Dra, and are mainly featureless except for some hydrogen lines. The airmass difference between the object and the standard used never exceeded 0.05, and so we are confident that the spectra have good cancellation of atmospheric features. Some of the hydrogen lines introduced into the spectrum when dividing by the standard had, however, to be removed manually. Both the object and the standard were wavelength-calibrated by using arc lines of krypton, argon and xenon. The accuracy of the calibration is around 0.5 x 10-3 J.lffi. The sky subtraction was obtained with standard routines which eliminate any residual sky emission due to the variance of sky brightness between object and sky pairs. The signal was spread between three rows. To extract the spectrum from the sky subtracted signal an optimal extraction technique (Home 1986 ) was used; this combines the rows using weights based on the spatial profile of the stellar image.
OBSERVATIONS
The spectra were reduced partly by using software provided for CGS4 data (Puxley, Ramsay & Beard 1992) , and partly by using the FIGARO, SPECDRE and KAPPA packages provided and supported by Starlink.
Optical observations
Observations were taken during the night of 1996 July 20 at the Steward Observatory 90-inch Bok Telescope located at Kitt Peak. We used a Boller & Chivens Spectrograph with an echellette configuration consisting of 180 line mm -1 grating and a prism as cross-dispersor. The detector was a 1200 x 800 Loral CCD. The wavelength region covered is from 0.4 to 1.0 J.lffi at an average resolution AI AA of 6000.
The integration time of the observations was 900 s. Six orders were joined, and they were all overlapping apart from the region around 0.90 Ilm. To remove telluric features and instrumental fringes, the Oke standard stars (Oke 1990; Colina & Bohlin 1994 ) SAO 29931 (A2p), BD + 33°2642 (B2) and BD + 25°4655 (0) have been used. BD + 33°2642 and 25°4655 were also used to flux-calibrate the spectrum, although the absolute flux calibration is not reliable since the night was not photometric due to the presence of cirrus clouds. To obtain an absolute calibration, the single orders have been calibrated using Lacy's photometry (1977) . Both the object and the standards were wavelength-calibrated by using arc lines of HeAr. The wavelength calibration is accurate to ~ 0.01 X 10-3 J.lffi. The data reduction was performed using the IRAF package. We cannot entirely rely on the reddest part of the optical spectrum for the following reasons.
(1) Many telluric features are difficult to remove and cause substantial noise. Some contaminate important atomic lines such as the Na I 0.819-llm line and the potassium K I 0.768-llm doublet.
(2) From 0.84 to 1.0 Ilm we did not manage to correct completely for strong instrumental fringes.
Phase information
Our spectroscopic measurements of CM Dra were made at a variety of different phases, causing the spectra on which this analysis is based to be composite with different spectral regions having different relative contributions from the A and B components. We calculated the phase at which the system was during the observations. For the UKIRT observations on the first night (1995 May 14) we observed the regions centred at 1.135, 1.415 1.635 J.lffi when one component was fully visible together with ~ 85 per cent of the other. During the integration time of the obsevation of the region centred at 2.07 J.lffi one component was fully visible together with ~ 80 per cent of the other. On the second night of observations (1995 May 16) we observed the regions centred at 1.415 and 2.07 J.lffi when one component was fully visible together with ~ 60 per cent of the other. The optical region was also observed during the latter phase.
We note that when integrating the flux density, as described below, and when performing the spectral analysis we have not taken account of the phase at which spectral observations of CM Dra were made. We choose not to use this information because (1) we do not feel confident that the accuracy of our spectral photometry is better than 30 per cent, and (2) the components will be very similar; for example, the measurements of Lacy (1977) , on which much of this analysis depends, could not distinguish a difference in the temperature between A and B.
MODELS
Model spectra were computed for this project with the model atmosphere code PHOENIX using direct opacity sampling treatment of the opacity of H20 as described in Allard et al. (1994) . H20 and TiO are the primary opacity sources governing the energy output of cool stars. Their importance has led to a number of groups finding the opacities for these molecules in conditions appropriate to cool stars. The data used here include the Schryber, Miller & Tennyson 1995) water vapour line list. The model of Allard et al. (1994) was augmented by using the improved Collins-J0rgensen TiO line list (Collins & Faij 1974; J0rgensen 1994) . Since the surface gravity of the CM Draconis pair is close to logg=5.0, we have investigated model spectra in the effective temperature and metallicity parameter spaces for this value of gravity only.
After completion of this work, the more recent NextGen model structures became available. We have therefore undertaken some tests with these latest models. Although we noticed improvements in the optical fit, which is most sensitive to changes in the model structure, we find nothing that would alter the conclusions of this paper. An extensive review of the models and their properties can be found in Allard et al. (1997) .
In this work we use model temperatures from 3000 to 3400 K and metallicities from [M/H] = -1.0 to + 0.2. For
Teff =3150 K, two models at [M/H] = -1.5 and -2.0 were also computed. The parameters represent the probable extremes of metallicity and effective temperature of CM Dra. The rotational velocity has also been calculated, with the latest values for the period and radii yielding a value of Vrot = 10 ± 0.02 km s-l, in agreement with Metcalfe et al. (1996) . This means that any change induced by rotation in the models would be negligible at the resolution of our observations, as even our highest resolution observations only have a resolution of 50 km S-1. We have not tried comparing the system with models computed with non-solar abundance patterns. Jones et al. (1996) investigated the sensitivity of observations of M dwarfs and a previous generation of these models to changes in effective temperature and gravity over a small region from 1.16 to 1.22 lUll. With data of similar resolution, we first investigate the sensitivity of the synthetic spectra to changes in temperature and metallicity for the region from 1.0 to 2.4!lm, noting that, unlike the study of Jones et al. (1996) , the precision to which the gravity is known for CM Dra means that we can ignore it as a variable in the analysis. Figs 2(a)-(d) show samples of such an investigation. In (a) and (b), two models have been normalized to have the same mean value and plotted together; in (c) and (d) the two models have been divided by one another. The models were selected in such a way as to show the two extremes in each parameter. From Figs 2(a) and (b) it can be seen that a change in temperature affects the water absorption (see, for example, the regions centred at 1.4 and 1.9 lUll). Water dissociates at high temperatures, and the absorption bands are weaker. Figs 2(c) and (d) show some sensitivity to a change in metallicity; however, the weaker absorption lines, which are not affected as much by blending effects, seem to be sensitive enough to variations in the metallicity for us to discriminate between models. Significant metallicity sensitivity can be seen in the prominent 2.21-lUll Na I and 2.29-lUll CO band features.
CM DRA PARAMETERS
We adopt the recently derived values for the radii of CM Dra from Metcalfe et al. (1996) to calculate an effective temperature for the system. To derive the total luminosity we adopt a parallax of 0.0692 ± 0.0025 arcsec (van Altena, Lee & Hoffleit 1995) . We obtain the total absolute flux of the system by integrating the flux density over the total spectral region from 0.1 to 100 !lm obtained by normalizing the infrared and optical observed spectra to Lacy's photometry for the ultraviolet and far-infrared bands and by using a synthetic spectrum to add the missing parts of the spectrum (we used a Teff = 3300 K, [M/H] = -0.8 model). In particular, we do not consider the flux calibration of the optical and infrared spectra sufficient to warrant adjustments of each spectrum to allow for the orbital phase (discussed above). Fig. 3 shows the overall observed spectral energy distribution (SED) of CM Dra.
We thus derive a total luminosity of (9.36 ± 0.
. This implies effective temperatures for CM Dra A and CM Dra B of 3073 ± 57 and 3076 ± 57 K respectively. The derived effective temperatures are not consistent with the effective temperature of the model employed for making up the missing parts of the spectrum. However, the amount of flux deduced by the model is negligible with respect to the flux derived from the optical and infrared spectra. Considering the calibration problems in adding different pieces of information to make up a complete spectrum for CM Dra, we believe that 250-K inconsistency is acceptable. Lacy calculated the effective temperature to be 3150 ± 100 K: by employing the more accurate values for the radii by Metcalfe et al. we reduced the error by 40 per cent. With the new values of the radii and period from Metcalfe et al. (1996) we also calculated the orbital velocities ofthe two components. See Table 2 for a summary of CM Dra parameters.
PHOTOMETRIC ANALYSIS
The CM Dra system appears to be a normal member of the solar-metallicity main sequence in the Mv versus V-I colour-magnitude diagram. This is portrayed in Fig. 4(a) , where the photometry of the unresolved system by Leggett (1992) has been corrected to reflect the photometry of each component, and is compared to a sample of M dwarfs and metal-poor field stars by Monet et al. (1992) . Most M dwarfs fit along a well-defined sequence, reproduced here by an arbitrary straight line to accentuate its location. Some objects, like CM Dra itself, appear overluminous with respect to this sequence due to added brightness from an unresolved companion. If we assume that both companions of the CM Dra system are equally bright, the resulting eM Draconis Lacy (1977) (5.5 ± 0.8) X 10-3 (4.8 ± 0.7) X 10-3 Leggett (1992) with a sample of field M dwarf and subdwarf stars from Monet et al. (1992) . We have assumed photometric errors of 0.1 mag in each filter. Unresolved binarity causes the twin pair eM Dra to lie 0.75 mag brighter than each individual component. Arbitrary loci (dotted lines) are drawn to accentuate the location of the main sequence for both the solar-metallicity (lower) and subluminous metal-poor (upper) stellar samples. Right-hand plot: the eM Dra system according to Leggett (1992) is compared to the sample offield stars from Leggett (1992) , and a sample of young stellar members of the Pleiades cluster (Steele, Jameson & Hambly 1993) . Unresolved binarity may translate in this diagram to a red excess in] -K. The lO-Gyr NextGen model isochrones (see Baraffe et al. 1997 ) are also shown for comparison, ranging in metallicity from [M/H] =0.0 to -2.0, and T efi=7000 K(lowerleft comer) to 2000 K. .
0.75-mag shift brings the components into close agreement with the solar-metallicity main-sequence locus. Errors in the parallax or photometry well beyond those quoted above would be required to bring the high proper motion binary to resemble low-metallicity subdwarfs in this colour-magnitude diagram. The low-metallicity nature of the eM Dra binary is clearly apparent when compared to other field stars in infrared colour-colour diagrams. Fig. 4 (b) compares the unresolved binary to a similar sample of field dwarfs from Leggett (1992) in the I -J versus J -K diagram. Leggett et a1. (1996) have shown that metal-poor, high proper motion stars tend to lie above the main sequence in this diagram. Indeed, the NextGen models now suggest that the I -J colour is an excellent metallicity indicator: metal-poor sequences curl back to blue J -K colours as Teff decreases, due to the growing pressure-induced Hz behaviour appear intrinsic to the eM Dra stellar components and suggests that the systems may have non-solar abundances ratios. Another less likely possibility is that large errors have occurred in the measurement of the parallax or optical photometry of the system. A more detailed spectroscopic analysis is required to confirm this situation.
pIing. This mimics the effect of detection by the square pixels used by the detector and three times oversampling employed for the observations. The smoothing was performed using routines within the KAPPA and SPECDRE packages. We attempt an analysis divided in two sections: the general flux distribution comparison and a more detailed spectral analysis.
General flux distribution analysis
We tried to find the best match in metallicity for each effective temperature and vice versa. We found that the best model fit is reached at a low temperature, as low as 3000 K. For low-temperatures models, some absorption bands are better fitted by low-metallicity models. For example, the synthetic flux around ~ 0.72 /..lm (which is due to a band of TiO) is too high in models at solar metallicities. High-temperature models give a worse fit for low metallicities: for example, for Teff ~ 3150 K, the N a r line absorption feature at 0.58 /..lm is better matched by the solar metallicity model. Fig. 5 shows examples at 3100 and 3300 K for low and high metallicities. Table 3 shows the best matches reached by keeping one parameter fixed. These comparisons were made twice: (1) using only the normalized optical spectrum, and (2) using the normalized infrared and optical spectra together.
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-< 2.0 i::t.. 0.819-/lm doublet. Fig. 6 gives an example of two metallicities within the same temperature of 3000 K. Within each temperature we found the best metallicity match (see Table  4 ). In general, the best metallicity lies between -0.6 and -0.8. However, with increasing temperature the fits to lowmetallicity models (~ -0.4) get worse. Note, however, that chromo spheric activity could fill in the core of the resonance lines and result in apparently weaker spectral lines, resulting in a lower derived metal abundance. In addition, uncertainties in the level of the pseudo-continuum will also add systematic errors. This can be resolved with higher resolution observations that allow one to simultaneously fit the atomic and some of the molecular lines.
Choosing the best metallicity within each temperature, we compared the different temperatures and found that ~ 3200-K models give the best match. Fig. 7 shows an example of 3100-and 3200-K models at their 'best' metallicity, i.e., [M/H] = -0.6. Above 0.92 11m, we found a sensitive FeH absorption band centred at ~ 0.99 /lm: this band appears sufficiently independent of the continuum for us to try a profile fit. The results of this fit are as follows.
(1) For every temperature, apart from T eff =3300 K, the best fit is obtained at solar metallicities. The rest of the metallicities give too strong an FeH band.
(2) Increasing the temperature causes the difference arising from a change in metallicity to decrease.
(3) At Teff =3300 K, the solar-metallicity model underrepresents the FeH band, while the -0.6/ -0.8 models give the best fit. However, at this temperature the sensitivity of the FeH band to changes in metallicity is very small. and -0.8. We note that an FeH line list is presently not available, so that the models have to use the JOLA (Just Overlapping Line Approximation; Allard & Hauschildt 1995) with astrophysical I-values, which are not very accurate, and therefore the modelled FeH bands cannot presently be used as reliable indicators.
In summary, from the analysis of the optical spectrum we find that low-temperature models (Teff ~ 3000 K) of solar metallicity give a generally better SED fit. This is in agreement with the effective temperature derived previously from the luminosity and radii, and in agreement with published optical colours of CM Dra which place the system on the red edge of the disc main sequence. The detailed spectral analysis of the atomic lines in the optical spectrum leads to a slightly higher effective temperature, Teff = ~ 3200 K, and a metallicity of ~ -0.6 seems to be generally the best match for many atomic lines.
INFRARED SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
The synthetic spectra were computed at much higher resolution than the observations, so we matched them to the 
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':<: 1.3 r:r.. instrumental resolution by smoothing with a triangular kernel. The smoothing was performed in the same way as for the optical comparisons. Although the coverage, resolution and signal-to-noise ratios of the observations are unprecedented for M-dwarf observations, it is still not high enough to detect many of the weak absorption features which are very important in determining the best model fit. In addition, the water line list that we have used in the models is incomplete, and therefore cannot completely reproduce the infrared pseudo-continuum. This will result in systematic differences between the optical and infrared analyses. We performed our analysis in three parts.
(1) Comparison of the general flux distribution of all the models with observations. This reduced the range of possible metallicities.
(2) Analysis of the strong, clearly visible metal lines identified by Leggett et al. (1996) . This step reduced the range of possible temperatures.
(3) Finally, we identified several weak lines found in the synthetic spectra. By careful analysis of their match with the observed lines we found the best match for effective temperature and metallicity.
General flux distribution comparison
The infrared spectral distribution of CM Dra is much steeper than that of typical disc M dwarfs with a J -K colour nearly 0.2 mag bluer, at the same I -J colour, than the bulk of the M-dwarf sample of Leggett (1992) . Table 5 shows the best metallicity for each effective temperature and the best effective temperature for each metallicity.
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Since the present models use an incomplete water line list (Allard et al. 1994; Jones et al. 1995) which affects the quality of the fits, we have performed the fits by eye, avoiding spectral regions which we know are not reproduced adequately by the models. Although the general flux distribution of the observed spectrum is reasonably well matched by the models, we do not believe that the line-by-line comparison is sufficiently accurate for a t fit to be useful. In addition, calibration problems will introduce systematic errors that will increase the uncertainty of the derived parameters. The above analysis does not absolutely rule out any of the trial effective temperatures, although 3000-and 3100-K models give a worse match. Our results appear to be in agreement with CB95 in that the Teff = 3300 K models match the observations better. However, this agreement is somewhat misleading, since CB95 used the 'Base' grid of model atmospheres of which caused the interior models to yield a cooler effective temperature at a given mass than the more recent NextGen models.
In contrast to CB95, we do not find at lower temperatures that the high-metallicity models agree better with the observations. Indeed, although there is a better match at low metallicity for models of all temperatures, the 3300-K models show the least sensitivity to changes in metallicities.
It is therefore more difficult to exclude high metallicities at higher temperatures with the current data.
As a consequence of the water opacity problem, no real choice of parameters could be made based only on the match of the general flux distribution. The shape of this distribution is likely to be strongly dependent on the shape of hot vibrational water bands (see Jones et al. 1995) , a problem which might soon be resolved by new water line lists that are currently being tested. However, the observed infrared SED indicates a subsolar mixture for the system.
Strong lines -identification and analysis
We divide our spectral region in four subregions: The region between 1.35 and 2.20 ~m is excluded, since it is dominated by the water bands and therefore not reliable for detailed comparison. We used Leggett et al.'s (1996) list of strong atomic lines for our analysis. Fig. 11 confirms the result of the previous section at both Teff =3150 and 3300 K, in the region from 2.2 to 2.5 IUD. In particular, the CO bands at -2.353 IUD are well matched by the model at Teff =3300 K, [M/H] = -1.0. In fact, the CO bands at 2.29 and 2.32 IUD are far too strong in all models, Table 5 . Upper: best metallicity match within each effective temperature as seen from a SED comparison with the infrared observed region. Lower: best effective temperature match within each metallicity as seen from a SED comparison with the infrared observed region. The effective temperature and metallicity of eM S. Viti et al. but get nearer to the observations as the metallicity is lowered. This behaviour is shown by similar comparisons for the other two subregions.
We then compared the four subregions for all the temperatures at the metallicities of -1.0, -0.8, -0.6 and -0.4. Figs 12 and 13 show examples of such a comparison for T eff=3000, 3100, 3150, and 3300 and 3400 K. Jones et al. (1996) show a spectral sequence from 1.16 to 1.22 IJ.ID, where strong atomic features are sensitive to different temperatures and metallicities: in particular, we notice that the strong K I line at 1.177 Ilm decreases in strength as the temperature increases. We find the same effect in Fig. 11 , and overall we note that the observed KI line is matched better by the model at 3300 K. Some detailed examples are as follows.
(1) In the 1.16-1.20 11m region, the KI lines at ~ 1.169 and 1.177 IJ.ID, and the Si lines at ~ 1. 198-1.199 Ilm are all better fitted by higher temperatures models. It is interesting to note that the KI line at 1.169 IJ.ID seems to be too strong in the 3300-K model, but too weak in the 3400-K one. The 1.177-1J.ID K I line is better fitted by the 3400-K model.
(2) In the 1.20-1.35 IJ.ID region, the K I lines at 1.2432 and 1.25221J.ID are well reproduced by the 3100-K models, while the Ca I lines at 1.3034 and 1.3086 Ilm are better fitted at 3200K. Table 6 lists the best match in effective temperature for each strong line considered. The metallicity sensitivity is relatively small; however, for completeness, the table lists the best match in metallicity as well. So far, our analysis is based on a general flux distribution match and on the profiles of strong lines. However, strong lines do not appear to be sensitive to metallicity changes; moreover, they are more subject to saturation and chromospheric activity effects. Furthermore, many of these lines are blended, so a different approach is explored below.
Detailed spectral analysis
Our preliminary spectral analysis reduces the metallicity range to between -0.6 and -1.0, while candidate effective temperatures range from 3150 to 3400 K. A more detailed analysis was performed by reversing the process of identification. We used the models' line identification list to find metal lines sensitive to both metallicity and temperature changes. We tried to match these lines with the observations. These weak lines should be less subject to saturation effects. A problem with this procedure is that the observed spectra are at a lower resolution than the scale of line blending. This makes the above identification harder and will introduce systematic errors in the derived parameters. For a more accurate derivation, higher resolution observations would be required.
We divided the spectral region of 1.0 to 2.4 ~ into 40 subregions. For each subregion we applied the instrumental profile to the models to match the observations. Many subregions were excluded, either because the resolution was too low for identifying any features present or because of 'contamination' by water bands. The region between 1.4 and 1.6 11m is an example of a 'contaminated' subregion.
Figs 14 and 15 show some of these subregions for models with Teff =3150, 3200, and 3300 and 3400 K. Table 7 best effective temperature and metallicity match for each reliable atomic line. Again, as for Table 6 , the comparison has been made by eye.
(1) From 1.11 to 1.14 ~ the 3300-K model at metallicity -1.0 gives a generally better fit, in particular to the Na I at 1.1385 ~.
(2) From 1.14 to 1.18 11m the Teff =3200 and 3300-K models give the best fit, although it is difficult to fix the metallicity. For example, the KI line at 1.169 ~ is matched better by the -1.0 model if Teff =3300 K is chosen, while a metallicity of -0.6 gives a better fit to the observations at Teff =3200 K.
(3) At 1.253 11m, the K I line is better matched by the 3200-K, [M/H] = -1.0 model. However, we note that at 3300 K the line is too weak and a metallicity of -0.6 gives a better fit, while at 3200 K it is too strong and at [M/H] = -1.0 it generally gives a better fit. Indeed, this is confirmed by the model at Teff = 3400 K, where the K I line is far too weak at both metallicities.
In Table 8 , we give the best metallicity match within each effective temperature. This final analysis suggests that the high-temperature and low-metallicity models give a better match to the observed infrared spectrum of CM Dra; in particular, [M/H] seems to lie between -1.0 and -0.4. This conclusion is consistent with the results of a comparison of CM Dra to a sample of spectra stars with similar temperatures and different metallicities such as GI 213 (Leggett et al. 1996) for the region 1.14 to 1.18 Ilffi. 
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Teft" 3000 3100 3150 3200 3300 3400 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 * * -0.6 -0.8 -1.0 pared to quoted primordial helium abundances such as Olive & Steigman's (1995) values of Yp = 0.232 ± 0.003. This may be due to the neglect of systematic errors such as non-LTE effects in computations of the helium abundance for hot stars (Sesselov & Goldwirth 1995) , although it may also arise from a lack of consideration of metallicity. Fig. 2 in Burrows et al. (1993) shows the effect of varying the helium abundance between 0.22 and 0.28 for solar metallicity models, and between 0.22 and 0.25 for zero-metallicity models. For masses between 0.1 and 0.2 Mo, it can be seen that the luminosities of the models are much more sensitive to metallcity than to helium abundance. According to this, a much more reliable determination of the metallicity of CM Dra (M!Mo -0.2) could help to resolve the discrepancy in the value for its helium abundance. Fig. 16 summarizes Tables 3, 4, 5 and 7. It also puts our findings for the range of effective temperature. Based on a direct comparison of synthetic and observed spectra in the near-infrared and optical regions, we have investigated the effective temperature and metallicity of the binary system CM Dra. During the course of our analysis, we found some inconsistencies that were to be expected.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
(1) The comparison of the general flux distribution for both the optical and infrared regions implied that a metallicity of -1.0 is too low for the system.
(2) An analysis of the infrared spectra suggested low metallicities (as low as -1.0) and/or higher temperatures (as high as 3300 K) for an optimal fit. (3) A detailed analysis of the optical spectrum leads to systematically lower effective temperatures ( -3200 K) and higher metallicity ( --0.6) than a similar analysis of the infrared spectra.
Some of the inconsistencies noted can be explained by the systematic calibration errors between the optical and infrared observations as well as (i) the known incompleteness of the water and TiO line lists used in the models, and (ii) the lack of an FeH line list. Also, CM Dra is close to the regime where grain formation may begin to affect the photosphere and spectral distribution of late-M dwarfs. Some condensation may cause elemental abundances of line-forming elements such as Fe I, Ti I, K I, Ca I and Na I to drop by factors of 2-10 and simulate the aspect of a hotter star in highredsolution analysis of line strengths. Models incorporating the effects of some grain formation have been computed by Tsuji, Ohnaka & Aoki (1996a) and Tsuji et al. (1996b) , who argued that grain formation is the event responsible for this long-standing infrared discrepancy. However, their models only begin to show strong grain formation for Teff ~ 2700 K, i.e., spectral types later than about M6 (Jones & Tsuji 1997) , leaving hotter stars unaffected and their infrared discrepancies unexplained.
We are, however, led to conclude that, although the systematic differences of the optical and infrared derived parameters arise partly from both the observational uncertainties and the incompleteness of the current line lists, it is (Table 5) ; Star (four vertices) = optical results after a SED analysis (Table 3) ; Cross = infrared results after a detailed analysis (Table 7) ; Star (three vertices) = optical results after a detailed analysis (Table 4 ). The dotted lines show the range of Stefan-Boltzmann temperatures obtained from the flux section (Section 4).
unlikely that any single metallicity parameter will reproduce all the spectral features. This suggests that CM Dra could be chemically peculiar and might not be reproduced by models based on solar abundances. Better spectral coverage and resolution of the observations are necessary for a confirmation of CM Dra chemical peculiarity and a more accurate determination ofthe effective temperature, metallicity and abundance parameters of CMDra.
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